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Regulatory – A Liaison between Company & Authorities
company
R&D

Regulatory Affairs

Government
Agencies

Supply

Marketing

Corporate function
(finance, legal, GM etc.)
• Regulatory communicates the
regulations and regulatory
requirements to the Company
to formulate the regulatory
strategy and registration plan
for projects.
• Regulatory guides the
Company on regulatory trends,
and anticipates and addresses
potential issues & opportunities.

Expert
in scientific
communication to
external authorities
and regulatory
communication
to company

• Regulatory presents
Company information on
product efficacy / safety /
quality to government
agencies & external groups
• Regulatory influences
authorities and NGOs for
a scientific/risk-based
regulatory environment and
to defend/protect the
interests of the company
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What is role of Regulatory Affairs (RA) in the industry?

• Healthcare industry (both importer &
manufacturer) must supply the good quality,
efficacious and safe healthcare products, and
comply to the Health Authority (HA)
regulations.
• RA in healthcare industry helps assure the
HA rule/regulations are fully implemented in
their operation. RA also help companies
obtaining the necessary regulatory
compliance permits & licenses.
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Introduction to Regulatory function in R&D and commercialization
Lab to Launch / Bench to Bed

Reference: Oracle Whitepaper on Product Lifecycle Management for the Pharmaceutical Industry,, Todd Hein, Oracle LifeScience

Regulatory competency
Good Submission Practice
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Regulatory Affairs profession - Applicants
The person or company who submits
•an application for marketing authorization of a new medical
product,
•an update to an existing marketing authorization or
•a variation to an existing marketing authorization.
(as defined in WHO GRevP guidelines 1)
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RA in Life-cycle of Pharmaceutical product
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Regulatory Affairs Pharmacy: Overall competency
Quality

Pharmaceutics

SCIENCES

Good Submission Practices

Material sciences

Analytical chemistry
Medicinal chemistry

FDA laws/regulations
Pharmaceutical business

Biopharmaceutics
Efficacy

Pharmacology
Clinical sciences
Pharmacoeconomics

Project Management

Scientific Communication
Professional standard

Behavior sciences
Safety

Toxicology

Ethical standard

Public health policy
Pharmacoepidemiology

PRACTICES

etc.
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GSubP– Competency for Applicants

SCIENCES
Scientific
knowledge
and expertise

Good
understanding
of up-to-date
regulations

Other hard and
soft skills

Integrity and
reliability

PRACTICES
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Core competency-1
Scientific knowledge and expertise

•Professional knowledge and expertise that relate to the
product safety, efficacy and quality.
•Application of each field of scientific knowledge
•Understanding on risk-benefit analysis
•Critical thinking methodology
•Critical for the authors and reviewers of technical documents in
submission dossier.
•Excellence in writing skills
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Core competency-2
Good understanding of up-to-date regulations
•Knowledge on the latest regulatory environment, through
– Regular monitor regulatory authorities’ website and check updated news,
notices or highlights.
– Subscribe to a mail delivery service provided by the review authorities

•Understand content of regulation, as well as background & its
implication/impact
•Study published regulations, technical guidelines, notices, Q&A documents
etc.
•Attend training programs provided by the regulatory authorities, industry
associations or other third parties.
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Core competency-3
Other hard and soft skills
•Planning and project management
•Medical and technical writing
•Technical skills for electronic submission (as necessary)
•Problem-solving
•Communication
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Core competency-4
Integrity and reliability
•Approach the process with honesty, integrity and reliability
•Not to jeopardize the trust/confidence of the regulatory authorities and other
stakeholders.
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Competency building approach
• Define the competency into “description, objective and
measurable competency”
• Define the level of competency from basic to advance
• Use multiple tools/processes to help build the competency
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16
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Example of RA competency
description & level
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Scope of Regulatory Affairs Practice
Vice President
Director

Manager
Associate
Postmarket (post-license)
Labeling
Advertising and promotion
Manufacturing
GMP, QA, QC
Environmental
Audit
Compliance
Postmarket surveillance
Distribution
Reimbursement

Premarket
Research and development
Preclinical
Clinical/GCP
Submissions

Regulatory Strategy
Including regulatory
intelligence

Business
Corporate management
Business development
Finance
Human resources
Government affairs
Legal
Negotiations

Product lifecycle management
Related to all areas
Crisis management Risk management

Ref: RAPS Special Report June 2009: The Rise of Business and Strategy in Regulatory Practice
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Skill & expertise developments
RA Level I
Professionals who are new or relatively new to the profession with limited or no regulatory
affairs knowledge (Example job titles: coordinator and some associate positions)

•
•
•
•
•

understand specific aspects of the healthcare product arena
develop basic knowledge and understanding of the regulatory and legal frameworks,
regulatory requirements, legislation, processes and procedures.
possess skills such as project management, writing, coordination, and interpersonal and
communication skills.
coordinate and support technical and scientific regulatory activities.
less focus on technical skills and more focus on project coordination and support.
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Skill & expertise developments
RA Level II
Professionals who develop and expand upon an integrated understanding of regulatory affairs
as it applies throughout the product lifecycle. Strong emphasis on technical aspects of the
profession, combined with scientific understanding and strong project management. (Example
job titles: some associate positions, specialist, and some assistant manager and manager
positions)
•
•
•

•

Expand their involvement in international/ multinational regulatory issues and begin more
active involvement with concepts of regulatory strategy.
They perform technical and scientific regulatory activities.
Demonstrate knowledge and skills in areas such as, but not limited to, regulatory pathways
and options; documentation; risk-benefit analysis; communication and collaboration internally
and externally; working with vendors and subcontractors; submission, registration, obtaining
approval, documentation, compliance, post-marketing surveillance/vigilance; and distribution.
Focus on hands-on training to strengthen and develop new skills and knowledge.
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Skill & expertise developments
RA Level III
Level III professionals integrate regulatory knowledge throughout the product lifecycle with
aspects of effective management and strategy development. This level represents the move
from the technical and tactical dimensions of RA and the product lifecycle into a more strategic
role. (Example job titles: manager, associate director, director)
•

Individuals at this level have strong technical and management skills and are actively engaged
in regulatory strategy and operations.

•

Engaged in activities spanning the product lifecycle and are involved in business/
organizational activities, management and strategy.

•

Demonstrate skills and knowledge in areas such as, but not limited to: strategy development,
risk assessment and management; monitoring and communicating change in the regulatory
environment as well as global communication; staff and vendor development and
management; and influencing the regulatory environment.
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Skill & expertise developments
RA Level IV
Level IV professionals assume the strategic lead representing the regulatory perspective while
developing new approaches for business objectives. (Example job titles: may include directors
in some organizations, vice president, executive director, chief regulatory officer)
•

•

•
•
•
•

Assume a strategic lead role representing the regulatory perspective while proactively
developing new and often innovative approaches for pursuing business objectives within the
regulatory framework.
Responsible in strategic planning and interfacing throughout the product lifecycle, both within
the organization and with diverse external groups.
Strong and extensive understanding of the role of the profession in the product lifecycle and
the dynamics of regulatory processes.
Engaged in policy development within their organizations and with external groups.
Leaders and mentors within their organization and for the profession.
Able to work effectively in multinational/multicultural environments.
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Competency building – why we need this?
• To acquire sufficient core competencies and strengthen skills
and capacity.
• To deepen their own scientific, technical and regulatory
knowledge and expertise.
• To acquire necessary skills and competence
• To establish good documentation practice
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Training tools & processes
External sources:•training programs provided by regulatory authorities, industry associations
and other third parties.
•periodical educational programs, workshops and training sessions for
applicants.
•HA’s briefing sessions for applicants when they release a new regulation or
guideline, and prepare Q&A documents.
Internal sources:•in-house training, self-training and on-the-job training in applicants’
organization
•Good practices sharing (past submissions), in the form of manuals, SOP,
database or any other appropriate tools.
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Conclusion
 Regulatory affairs plays important role in GSubP to
drive the efficient registration process
 RA competency in GSubP would require both
scientific and management skills

 RA competency building can be achieved through
the well defined competency & level planning, along
with the use of multiple tools/processes.
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Questions & Answers
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